
 

 

 

 
DESCRIPCIÓN DEL CAMPO: 
 
Language: exclusively German - Very good German knowledge required (C1)   

Project: Host organisation is the community of Weingarten and the sports organisation: 

"Sportverein Weingarten 2007 e.V." near Germersheim. It is a workcamp including German 

language training. A language course for about 8 participants will be available. The participants 

should lead in German language some groups of the following course PRO-WE-02. The 

participants will be selected by the group leader and the language teacher. Therefor phone calls 

in German will be conducted before admission. Please indicate your phone number. The 

lectures will be daily, two hours per day (excluding Saturday and Sunday when the group will go 

on excursions). The basis of the lecture will be firstly communication and secondly grammar. 

The teachers will be native speakers from University of Mainz. The language course of 2016 

has shown very good results.  

Work: Participants will also be doing various manual works to prepare the area around the 

arena and some ecological projects. Time of work will be 4-5 hours daily, excluding Saturday 

and Sunday. Some travels and sightseeing tours will be done -typically in the region 

Rhein/Neckar.  

Accommodation: will be in the main building of the Arena with several- sleeping-rooms (12 beds 

in each), kitchen, bathrooms, showers. Cooking, cleaning, shopping etc. will be done by the 

group itself. Like in each workcamp, accommodation, food and travel-costs for excursions are 

free as well as materials/copies needed for the lectures. It is recommended to bring equipment 

for football or tennis to the workcamp.  

Location: The Arena in Weingarten is close to Germersheim and Speyer, 50 km south of 

Heidelberg. It has 20.000 inhabitants, including 3.000 students. Weingarten itself has a nice 

Arena with sports facilities. One goal is also that the participants participate in sport activities of 

the SV Weingarten. The camp is located approx. 10 km away from the city centre of Speyer and 

Germersheim. Please look to the map, there are about 15 Weingarten in Germany. Please 

travel to Weingarten in Pfalz!  

Terminal: Bus station Weingarten/Pfalz and train-station Lingenfeld; next airports: 

Karlsruhe/Baden, Frankfurt/Main, Stuttgart, Strasbourg/Alsace.  

Special remark: Fee includes language course: 240 Euro to be paid upon arrival  

Age: 19-26 (exceptions for older volunteers are possible). 
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